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ABSTRACT
Context. Dust sedimentation is known to aﬀect the infrared spectra and images of disks. In particular the far-infrared emission may
be reduced by strong sedimentation. However, dust grains of diﬀerent sizes sediment to diﬀerent depths in the disk. Spectral features
of one species may thus be enhanced, while those of other species may be suppressed.
Aims. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are among the smallest “dust grains”. We investigate how the presence of PAHs in
protoplanetary disks aﬀects the disk’s spectral energy distribution (SED) and feature strengths when the thermal (large) grains are
allowed to sediment.
Methods. We calculate the vertical distribution of dust grains for both the PAH “dust” and the thermal dust grains. We include vertical
settling and vertical mixing via turbulence. The results are inserted into a Monte-Carlo radiative transfer code to compute the SEDs.
Results. For high turbulence the sedimentation barely aﬀects the spectrum. For low turbulence, however, the PAHs still stay well-
mixed in the disk’s surface layer, while the 0.1 µm size grains sediment deep into the disk. This strongly enhances the PAH features
relative to the continuum (by factors of 2 to 10), while the far-infrared flux is reduced. This predicts that sources with weak far-
infrared flux have stronger PAH features, which is – at least among Herbig Ae stars – opposite to what is observed, suggesting that
sedimentation is not the only factor responsible for the weak mid- to far-infrared excess in some disks. We speculate that coagulation
might be a solution, reducing both the mid- to far-infrared flux and the PAH features.
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1. Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a well-known
component of interstellar material. Considered to be extremely
small dust grains by some, and very large molecules by oth-
ers, they are made of a few tens to hundreds of carbon atoms.
They are observed in the interstellar medium through their nar-
row emission features at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3 and 12.7 µm (Li
& Draine 2001). These molecules are typically large enough that
the excitation state of their internal vibrational modes can be rea-
sonably well described by a temperature at any given time, but
they are still so small that this temperature fluctuates in time for
each individual PAH particle. A single ultraviolet (UV) photon
can excite the particle to a state corresponding to a temperature
of hundreds of Kelvins, after which it rapidly cools down until
it is excited by the next UV photon. This allows PAHs to ra-
diate at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths even at large dis-
tances from the stars from which these UV/optical photons orig-
inate. PAH emission is therefore often observed as diﬀuse emis-
sion at the edges of molecular clouds (e.g. Abergel et al. 1996;
Churchwell et al. 2004). Recently, however, evidence has ap-
peared that PAH emission can also originate from protoplane-
tary disks. It is mostly detected in disks around Herbig Ae/Be
stars (van Boekel et al. 2004; Habart et al. 2004, henceforth
H04; Perrin et al. 2006) but also recently in disks around T Tauri
stars (Geers et al. 2006, henceforth G06; Bouwman et al. submit-
ted). This opens up various interesting possibilities to probe the
physics of these disks. First, spatially resolved imaging in PAH
features allows us to map the shape of the surface of the disk
(Habart et al. 2006; Lagage et al. 2006), and it is confirmed that
these disk surfaces are flared, as predicted from theory (Kenyon
& Hartmann 1987). Secondly, the presence of PAHs reveals that
in these objects the dust coagulation process was apparently not
eﬀective enough to remove the PAHs from these disks, or that
some other process continuously releases PAHs out of aggre-
gates or from dust surfaces. Thirdly, the comparison of spectra
and images in the PAH bands and in thermal dust emission re-
veals information about the sedimentation of grains in the disk.
In this paper we will focus on this last topic.
Solid particles tend to sediment toward the equatorial plane
of the disk as a result of the vertical component of gravity. While
it may take a long time to sediment all the way to the midplane,
the first stages of sedimentation can be orders of magnitude
faster. Within a few hundred orbits, i.e. about 105 years at 50 AU,
the dust sediments down below a few pressure scale heights of
a disk, eﬀectively evacuating the upper layers of the disk (see
e.g. Dullemond & Dominik 2004b). Turbulence, however, tends
to mix the grains back up again. The result is that sedimenta-
tion can proceed down to some height above the disk midplane
below which the dust is well-mixed with the gas (e.g. Dubrulle
et al. 1995; Schräpler & Henning 2004). The dust thus forms a
steady-state layer of a certain thickness, which for small enough
grains can be several pressure scale heights thick, while for large
grains (millimeter or more), or for low turbulence, it can drop
below one scale height.
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Since dust is the main source of opacity, the sedimentation of
dust down to its equilibrium thickness also aﬀects the observed
shape of the disk: the photosphere of the disk is dragged down
with the dust. The spectral energy distribution (SED) of the disk
is thereby also changed: typically the far-infrared (far-IR) part of
the SED is suppressed (Miyake & Nakagawa 1995; Dullemond
& Dominik 2004b, henceforth DD04b). It can be speculated that
the diﬀerent SED slopes in observed sources (Meeus et al. 2001;
Furlan et al. 2006) may be related to this sedimentation. Whether
sedimentation takes place in these disks remains speculative at
this point, since very little observational evidence exists. An ex-
ample of a direct measurement of the eﬀects of sedimentation
in disk is the work by Rettig et al. (2006) who measured col-
umn densities in dust and in gas (as measured by CO absorp-
tion) in four sources at varying near edge-on inclinations and
concluded that there is evidence for dust depletion in the surface
layers of these disks consistent with sedimentation and growth.
Duchêne et al. (2003) derive evidence for sedimentation in one
source (HK Tau B) based on detailed radiative transfer.
As we will show here, sedimentation tends to enhance the
dust features originating from the smallest grains, since the
larger grains sediment deeper into the disk than the smaller
grains, hence allowing the smaller grains to dominate the pho-
tosphere. Since PAHs are the smallest “grains” imaginable, this
eﬀect is expected to be strongest for such particles, and we ex-
pect a strong enhancement of the PAH features originating in
disks. The presence of other small grains that do not have these
features, such as “Very Small Carbon Grains” (VSGs), would
weaken this eﬀect, as we will show. The strength of these PAH
features depends, of course, also on the abundance of PAHs in
the disk (G06). A weak observed PAH feature can therefore ei-
ther mean that there is strong turbulence in the disk, or that the
average PAH abundance is so low, that even with the eﬀect of
feature-enhancement through sedimentation the feature remains
weak. On the other hand, very weak turbulence may aﬀect the
overall shape of the SED, as mentioned above, and hence any ob-
served correlation between PAH feature strength and SED shape
may provide clues to the level of turbulence and abundance of
PAHs in disks. This is what we wish to investigate in this paper.
We present time-dependent models of the sedimentation of
grains in a turbulent disk. Then we apply a multi-dimensional
Monte Carlo radiative transfer tool to compute the spectrum at
1 Myr after the start of the simulation, in which a steady-state
usually is reached. This follows the method outlined in DD04b.
2. Model
2.1. Modeling method
The modeling procedure consists of three steps. In the first step
we construct a self-consistent passive disk model following the
recipe of Dullemond & Dominik (2004a, henceforth DD04a).
This model involves 2-D radiative transfer coupled to the equa-
tion of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium. The main input param-
eters for this disk model are the parameters of the central star
(mass M∗, radius R∗ and eﬀective temperature T∗) and the sur-
face density of the disk Σ(R), where R is the radial coordinate in
the disk. We take as surface density profile a powerlaw profile
Σ(R) ∝ R−1 with an inner and outer radius (Rin resp. Rout). The
values we take for these parameters are described in Sect. 2.2. In
this first step we assume that we have only one dust component
composed of compact silicate grains of 0.1 µm with an internal
density of 3.6 g cm−3. No PAHs are included in this stage of the
modeling. This modeling step yields the overall gas+dust
density and temperature structure of the disk, under the assump-
tion that the dust and the gas are fully mixed, i.e. that dust
sedimentation has not yet taken place. These models also as-
sume that the gas temperature equals the temperature of the dust,
which is an assumption that may break down in the upper lay-
ers of the disk (Jonkheid et al. 2004; Kamp & Dullemond 2004;
Nomura & Millar 2005). The disk models resulting from this
procedure have a flaring shape with a slightly puﬀed-up inner
rim, as described in DD04a. The rounding-oﬀof the inner rim, as
proposed and modeled by Isella & Natta (2005) is not included
in this model.
The second step starts from these hydrostatic disk structure
models, but adds a component of PAHs to the dust (correcting
the density of the 0.1 µm silicate grains such that the total dust
abundance remains 0.01 by mass). The PAHs are assumed to be
of a single type and size: we take them to be neutral C50H20 and
assume a cross-section, for friction with the gas, of 10−14 cm2
(the optical cross sections are discussed below). The assump-
tion of this particular form of PAH is an arbitrary one, and the
strength of the PAH features as well as the feature strength ratio
may strongly depend on this choice. A detailed chemical calcu-
lation of the hydrogenation state and charge is the only way to
remove some arbitrariness (Visser et al. 2007), but the size of the
PAHs remains unknown. However, since this paper only intends
to demonstrate the eﬀect of sedimentation in disks with PAHs, a
reasonable choice such as C50H20 seems justified.
The time-dependent sedimentation of both dust components
is then modeled following the treatment of DD04b. The main
diﬀerence with DD04b is the underlying disk structure model:
in that paper a simple analytic model was used, while here we
use the self-consistent hydrostatic model of DD04a (step 1).
The third step is to compute the SED of the disk at 106 years
after the start of the simulation. As in DD04b we apply a 2-D
axisymmetric Monte Carlo radiative transfer code called RADMC
(first used in Dullemond & Dominik 2004a; see Appendix A
for further information). For the 0.1 µm silicate grains we as-
sume the opacity of Laor & Draine (1993) and we treat these
grains as “thermal” grains. For the PAHs we use the opacities
of Li & Draine (2001, henceforth LD01), and treat the parti-
cles as quantum-heated grains. This quantum behavior is treated
in a multi-photon “thermal continuous” approach (Guhathakurta
& Draine 1989; Siebenmorgen et al. 1992; Manske & Henning
1998; Draine & Li 2001). In this approach the vibrational states
of individual PAHs are assumed, at each given moment, to be
well described by a single temperature. However, over time, in
the course of seconds to hours, this temperature fluctuates due
to discrete heating events by stellar photons. The cooling in
between the discrete heating events is assumed to be classical
continuous thermal cooling (Guhathakurta & Draine 1989). The
“multi-photon” aspect of the method allows for the possibility
that a PAH has not yet cooled down to its “base temperature”
before a new discrete heating event (i.e. a photon absorption
event) occurs. This method requires the solution of the temper-
ature probability function P(T ). This function describes which
fraction of the time the grain statistically has a given tempera-
ture. Once P(T ) is known, the emissivity per gram of PAH “dust”
is:
∫ ∞
0 P(T )Bν(T )κνdT , where κν is the opacity of the PAHs in
cm2/gram-of-PAH from LD01. Using the ray-tracing tools of the
radiative transfer program the spectrum of the disk can then be
computed.
Apart from exciting the PAHs to high temperatures, high-
energy stellar photons can also destroy them (Allain et al.
1996). This is of particular concern close to the star where
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Fig. 1. The vertical distribution of dust and PAHs for the fully mixed
case (dotted) and the case of turbulence at a level of α = 10−6 (solid).
These curves represent the vertical cross-section at 7 AU in model T1.
The fully mixed case (dotted) can be seen as the initial condition of
our models, where the dust-to-gas ratio everywhere is the same as the
assumed interstellar value (1:100).
multi-photon events (i.e. two absorption events within a time
shorter than the cooling time) can boost the peak excitation of the
grain to beyond its evaporation energy (Guhathakurta & Draine
1989; Siebenmorgen et al. 1992). We assume the destruction en-
ergy/temperature to be 2000 K (H04). In H04 it was assumed
that if a PAH molecule spends more than 10−8 of its life time in
an excited state with a temperature above 2000 K, then the PAH
is removed, i.e. the PAH is removed if
∫ ∞
2000 K P(T )dT > 10−8.
Here were adopt a slight variation of this. PAHs are mostly well
mixed in vertical direction, even for relatively low turbulence
(see e.g. Fig. 1). Thus PAHs usually spend only a short time
in the disk’s surface layers, while residing most of their life
deep within the disk where they are shielded from destructive
stellar radiation. While the PAH destruction can kill PAHs in
the surface layers, new PAHs will be turbulently mixed to the
surface. We therefore compute in our model the vertically av-
eraged PAH destruction probability: if pd(z) is the probability
of a PAH being destroyed within the disk life time at height z
above the midplane, then the vertically averaged probability is
given by 〈pd〉 =
∫ ∞
0 ρPAH(z)pd(z)dz/ΣPAH, where ρPAH and ΣPAH
are the PAH volume density and surface density respectively. If
this vertically averaged destruction probability exceeds 10−8, we
remove the PAHs at each z above the midplane. Otherwise we
keep them at all z. We repeat this procedure for each radius R.
The basic elements of the method of calculating PAH emis-
sion have been described by Siebenmorgen et al. (1992). Earlier
work on PAH modeling in protoplanetary disks was presented by
Manske & Henning (1999), H04, G06 and Visser et al. (2007).
2.2. Scans of the parameter space
We have produced a series of models, varying the stellar type,
the strength of the turbulence and the abundance of PAHs. For
the stellar parameters we take two cases: a T Tauri star with
M∗ = 0.5 M, R∗ = 2.5 R, T∗ = 4000 K, and a Herbig star with
M∗ = 2.5 M, R∗ = 2.5 R, T∗ = 10 000 K. We use Kurucz mod-
els for these stellar spectra, and assume for our standard models
that they have no UV excess due to accretion or other processes.
This may not be a good assumption, in particular for T Tauri
Table 1. The parameters for the model-series. Each series represents
5 models with 5 diﬀerent values of the turbulent α-parameter: α =
10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6. Column 1: series name, Col. 2: stellar mass,
Col. 3: stellar radius, Col. 4: stellar eﬀective temperature, Col. 5: inner
radius of the disk, Col. 6: PAH abundance by mass with respect to large
grains. All disks have Mdisk = 0.01 M, Σ ∝ R−1 and Rout = 100 AU.
Name M∗/M R∗/R T∗ [K] Rin/AU Abun
T1 0.5 2.5 4000 0.07 0.02
T2 0.5 2.5 4000 0.07 0.005
H1 2.5 2.5 10 000 0.7 0.02
H2 2.5 2.5 10 000 0.7 0.005
stars, but since much of the UV power is at wavelengths that
are diﬃcult to access observationally, these UV excesses are not
easy to measure. As a lower limit we assume them to be absent,
except in Sect. 3.7 where the eﬀect of UV excess is explored.
For each of these stellar types we run models with
5 diﬀerent values of the α-parameter of turbulence: α =
10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6. Each of these models is run with
two diﬀerent PAH abundances: ρ0PAH/ρ
0
bigdust = 0.005 and 0.02
1
,
where ρ0PAH and ρ
0
bigdust are the initial mass density in PAHs and
in big (0.1 µm) grains respectively at the start of each simula-
tion. This makes in total 20 models that we present here. Table 1
summarizes the models.
Except for the inner radius, the disk parameters are the same
for all models. We take a disk mass of Mdisk = 0.01 M for the
gas+dust, assuming a dust-to-gas mass-ratio of 0.01. The surface
density profile is assumed to be a powerlaw: Σ(R) ∝ R−1. The
disk has an outer edge of Rout = 100 AU.
3. Results
3.1. Sedimentation
The sedimentation of dust in disks in the context of the disk’s
appearance has been described in detail by DD04b. We show the
resulting vertical dust distributions for the thermal grains and
for the PAHs in Fig. 1. The normal grains sediment very deeply
while the PAHs mostly are unaﬀected, except in the very upper
layers.
3.2. Feature strengths
In Fig. 2 the SEDs of the models are shown for the PAH abun-
dance of 0.02 relative to the full dust density. The models with
α = 10−4...10−6 have PAH feature-over-continuum strengths that
are stronger than typically observed, but a reduction of the PAH
abundance can correct for this.
The results show that the PAH features are strongly af-
fected by the sedimentation, and they are more prominent for
weaker turbulence. Even for a relatively high level of turbulence
(α = 10−2) the PAH features are enhanced by the sedimentation
of the larger (thermal) grains. This has consequences for any
analysis of observed spectra of PAHs in disks. As was shown in
G06, to derive the PAH abundance from an observed disk spec-
trum without being too sensitive to the disk geometry one needs
to analyze the feature-over-continuum ratios. If one does this
using a model without sedimentation, one would need a higher
PAH abundance to match the observed feature strengths than if
1 A PAH dust abundance of 0.02 amounts to about 1 × 10−5 C-atoms
in PAHs for each H-atom in the disk, which is about one-third of the
abundance taken by H04.
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Fig. 2. The SEDs of models T1 (upper panels) and H1 (lower panels) of this paper, for an inclination of 45o, at 106 years observed at a distance of
100 parsec. Left panels: the full SEDs, right panels: enlargement of the PAH-feature region. The curves are as follows. Solid: before sedimentation,
all other curves after sedimentation (t = 106 years) for several values of α: dotted α = 10−2, dashed α = 10−4, dot-dashed α = 10−6.
one includes the feature-enhancement eﬀect caused by sedimen-
tation of the “large” grains.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, there are two eﬀects of enhancing
the PAH features. The first is that the continuum drops strongly,
and the second is that the absolute flux in the feature increases.
Both eﬀects can be understood by realizing that for low α the
large (0.1 µm) grains sediment well into the disk, while the
PAHs hardly sediment at all. In the most extreme case the large
grains therefore no longer absorb stellar light, reducing the con-
tinuum (which is for a significant fraction produced by these
large grains), while the PAHs absorb all the stellar light, in-
creasing the absolute PAH feature strength. The remainder of the
continuum between the PAH features comes from two sources:
according to LD01 the PAH opacity has a pseudo-continuum
between the features. So even disks consisting purely of PAHs
would have some level of emission between the features. But in
this case, another strong contribution to the inter-feature contin-
uum comes from the thermal emission from the disk midplane
region (see e.g. Chiang & Goldreich 1997). Note that our use
of fully frequency-dependent multi-dimensional radiative trans-
fer automatically takes care of all these sources of feature and
continuum emission.
An important diﬀerence between the models T1 (T Tauri
star) and H1 (Herbig Ae star) is that the PAH feature-over-
continuum strengths seem to be stronger for the Herbig star
model. This is because PAH particles are best excited by very
short-wavelength radiation. A Herbig star has a stronger UV lu-
minosity relative to its total luminosity than a T Tauri star, as-
suming that there is no UV emission originating from accretion
onto the stellar surface. PAHs have a much larger absorption
cross-section to UV and optical photons than to near-infrared
photons2. For the 0.1 µm silicate grains such a diﬀerence is also
present, but far less extreme than in the case of PAHs, at least
for uncharged ones. For this reason, PAHs are much more sensi-
tive to the eﬀective temperature of the star than the thermal sil-
icate grains, and hence the PAH-continuum ratio is stronger in
the case of Herbig stars for the same assumed PAH abundance
relative to the 0.1 µm silicate dust.
3.3. SED shape
The left panels of Fig. 2 show that not only are the features af-
fected by the sedimentation, but also the overall SED shape. This
eﬀect is most clearly visible in the spectral region between 20
and 100 µm. For low turbulence, this region of the SED is sup-
pressed: the total energy contained in this 20–100 µm region of
the SED is reduced for lower α. This is a reflection of the fact that
2 Note, however, that Mattioda et al. (2005b) show that charged PAHs
have a much stronger NIR opacity than the Li & Draine opacities. For
neutral PAHs this enhanced NIR opacity is not present.
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the τ∗ = 1 surface of the disk (i.e. the surface where the irradiat-
ing stellar radiation is absorbed) is lowered toward the midplane
when the dust sediments to the midplane. Thus the geometry of
the disk becomes thinner. A geometrically thinner disk captures
less radiation from the star and hence emits less radiation in the
infrared. This eﬀect was demonstrated by Miyake & Nakagawa
(1995) and Dullemond & Dominik (2004b) who have shown that
sedimentation can lead to the supression of the far-IR emission.
However, while the large grains sediment to the midplane,
the PAHs stay high up. In principle they alone might be able to
keep the disk flaring and keep the far-infrared flux strong. There
are two reasons why this is not the case. First, in particular in the
case of the T Tauri stars, the PAHs initially account for only a
small fraction of the absorbed stellar radiation. The removal by
sedimentation of the large grains from the surface layer removes
a significant fraction of this local optical opacity, thereby causing
the τ∗ = 1 layer to move closer to the midplane, and hence sup-
press the mid- to far-infrared flux of the disk. Secondly, the PAHs
have a very low opacity in the far-infrared. Typically this means
that these grains will emit their energy at much shorter wave-
lengths, and can therefore not prevent the mid- to far-infrared
flux of the disk from being suppressed by the sedimentation of
the large grains.
The suppression of the mid- to far-infrared spectral region
happens for low turbulence. In particular for the T Tauri star
model the SED shape diﬀerence between α = 10−2 and α = 10−3
is negligible; only when going to α = 10−4 does the SED
shape suddenly change. For the Herbig star case this is less ex-
treme, but still the SED shape diﬀerence between α = 10−2 and
α = 10−3 is only minor, while the feature enhancement between
these two models is strong. Going to even lower α the PAH fea-
tures are enhanced even further, but the SED also starts to be
strongly aﬀected.
3.4. Feature indicators as a function of α
To quantify the strength of the features, we define unbiased fea-
ture strength indicators. These strengths are measured by fitting
a power law “continuum” between two points on both sides of
the feature and computing the value C of this “continuum” at the
location of the feature peak. The feature-to-continuum strength
indicator is then:
ϕ =
F −C
C
=
F
C
− 1 (1)
where F is the flux at the peak of the feature. For the abovemen-
tioned features the adjacent wavelengths we used are: 3.0 and
3.6 µm for the 3.3 µm feature, 6.7 and 8.3 µm for the 7.7 µm
feature, 10.8 and 11.7 µm for the 11.3 µm feature, and 12.4 and
13.0 µm for the 12.7 µm feature. These feature strength indi-
cators produce positive numbers for emission features and neg-
ative numbers for absorption features. Since the continuum is
generally curved, the absence of a feature can lead to non-zero
or even negative strength values. The more sophisticated feature
indicators introduced by G06, with spline fits to the continuum
and integrals over the feature profile, are less prone to such ar-
tifacts. However, for simplicity we prefer to employ the simpler
power-law based feature strength indicators introduced above.
However, to determine the true peak flux of the feature, the ob-
servation must have the right spectral resolution to truly resolve
the profile of the feature. If we take the opacities of LD01 at
face value then one needs a resolution of at least R = 100 for
the 11.3 feature, for instance. From the Spitzer observations of
G06 PAH feature profiles are found from which a similar con-
straint can be derived. Our resulting F values also depend on our
assumed PAH opacity table (LD01). Some caution is therefore
needed, and the normalization of F values (in our paper and in
observations) should not be taken too literally. The trends we
predict are more robust.
Another feature to quantify is the shape of the SED. In prin-
ciple this involves many “shape-factors”, but the most conspic-
uous shape modification by the sedimentation is the strength of
the mid- to far-infrared as compared to the near infrared. We in-
troduce two “slope values”, s30 and s70, which are defined as the
slopes s of the power law line νFν ∝ νs that connects the mea-
sured fluxes at 5 µm and either 30 µm (for s30) or 70 µm (for
s70).
In Fig. 3 the PAH feature indicators and the SED slope indi-
cators are shown for models T1, T2, H1 and H2 as a function of
the strength of the turbulence. It is seen that all strength indica-
tors have a stronger dependence on α for the T Tauri star mod-
els (T1 and T2) than for the Herbig star models (H1 and H2).
Moreover, the diﬀerence in PAH feature strength between the
models H1 and H2 and between T1 and T2 (i.e. a factor of 4 in
vertically averaged PAH abundance) is less pronounced for the
low-alpha cases than for the fully mixed cases. This is because
once the large grains have sedimented very deeply, the PAHs
dominate the photosphere anyway, even when the vertically av-
eraged (i.e. initial) PAH abundance is reduced by a factor of 4.
Even for α = 10−2, which can be considered as reasonably
strong turbulence, the features are enhanced compared to the
fully mixed case. In particular for the Herbig star models the
dependence of the enhancement on α is strongest at the higher α
values: once the turbulence becomes very weak, further reduc-
tion of the turbulence is less eﬀective. This is also related to the
fact that once the PAHs dominate the photosphere, there is not
much more enhancement that can be achieved by further reduc-
tion of the turbulence.
3.5. Ratios of strength indicators: analysis of charge and
hydrogenation state
PAH molecules can exist as various types: they can have dif-
ferent sizes, shapes, hydrogenation states (i.e. the number of H-
atoms at the edges) and charges. Each of these types of PAH also
has diﬀerent strengths of the PAH features. If the spectrum of the
exciting radiation is known, one can compute the predicted ra-
tios of feature strengths (F −C) for a particular type of PAH and
compare it to the observations. In this way one can estimate the
dominant type of PAH present in that particular source, and this
can then be compared to chemical models (Visser et al. 2007).
This method has been used before to estimate the charge and
hydrogenation state of PAHs in PDRs (Verstraete et al. 1996;
Henning & Klein 1997). As an illustration we show in Fig. 4 the
spectra of model T1 at α = 10−6 for three diﬀerent PAH states.
For disk sources there are, however, a number of problems
with this method. Firstly, multi-photon excitations cause these
feature strength ratios to depend on the distance of the PAH
molecule to the star, or the depth of the PAH molecule into the
disk. The dependence of these ratios on radius vanishes when
the PAH molecule is far enough away from the exciting source
that multi-photon excitations do not play a role. For disks, multi-
photon excitations do play a role, in particular for the 3.3 µm fea-
ture, and these ratios are modified in a way that requires detailed
modeling.
Another complexity arises due to the fact that PAHs that re-
side deeper in the disk, but not deep enough that they see no
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Fig. 3. The feature-to-continuum ratios and SED slopes as a function of the turbulence parameter α for both stellar types and both PAH abundances.
Upper panels: the T Tauri star, lower panels: the Herbig star. Left panels: high PAH abundance (0.02 by mass), right panels: low PAH abundance
(0.005 by mass). The short horizontal lines to the right of the plots are the values for fully mixed models. Note that the vertical scale for the T
Tauri star case (upper panels) is diﬀerent from that of the Herbig star case (lower panels).
stellar radiation at all, are excited by stellar radiation that has
been reddened by the dust closer to the star, i.e. has a diﬀer-
ent spectral shape than direct starlight. The emission spectrum
of these PAHs is therefore diﬀerent from that from PAHs in the
very upper layers of the disk.
Sedimentation of the larger grains changes all these condi-
tions, and it is interesting to investigate to what extent these fea-
ture strength ratios are aﬀected by the sedimentation. If they are
strongly aﬀected, then the measurement of feature strength ratios
may not be easy to interpret. If not, then there is more hope that
feature-strength ratios may directly provide clues to the domi-
nant type of PAH particles.
For the ratios of the feature-to-continuum indicators the re-
sults can already be inferred from Fig. 3. Compared to the
11.3 and 12.7 µm features, the 7.7 µm feature strength is much
stronger for the Herbig star models (H1 and H2) than for the
T Tauri star models (T1 and T2). This is even more the case for
the 3.3 µm feature: for the T models it is among the weakest
features while for the H models it is among the strongest fea-
tures. This is because the Herbig stars have suﬃcient UV pho-
tons that excite the 3.3 µm feature directly or with only one ad-
ditional photon. The T Tauri star spectrum is too cool for direct
excitation of the 3.3 µm feature, while this is less of a problem
for the longer-wavelength features like the 11.3 and 12.7 µm
features. However, if proper chemistry of the PAHs would be
included, the strong UV field of the Herbig stars might ionize
the PAHs more, which would reduce the 3.3 µm feature again.
Including this kind of chemistry is the topic of another paper
(Visser et al. 2007). Here we keep the state of the PAHs fixed.
For each star individually, the ratios of the feature-to-
continuum strengths as a function of α are reasonably stable.
For the T1 model there is a slight change in the 3.3/11.3 ratio
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Fig. 4. The spectrum of model T1 for α = 10−6, with three diﬀerent
types of PAH: neutral C50H20, C50H20+, and neutral C50H5. For the first
and the third we take the opacity of Li & Draine (2001). For the second
(the charged one) we take the Li & Draine opacity adapted by Mattioda
et al. (2005a) for the increased near-infrared opacity.
with α, changing by less than a factor of two between α = 10−6
and α = 10−2. The 7.7 µm feature becomes unmeasureable for
α > 10−4. It artificially becomes negative as a result of the cur-
vature in the SED at that point due to the onset of the 10 µm
silicate feature.
3.6. The effect of the presence of VSGs
So far we have assumed two grain sizes: the PAH molecules on
the one hand and the “large” thermal dust grains on the other
hand. In practice there will be a size distribution of particles, sed-
imenting down to diﬀerent heights above the midplane. Or, alter-
natively, there might be so-called “Very Small Grains” (VSGs,
Boulanger et al. 1988) in the disk. These grains are larger than
PAHs but still small enough that they have a quantum-fluctuating
thermal behavior. Also, by being still significantly smaller than
the “thermal’ grains of our model, they sediment only weakly,
though slightly more than PAHs. Together with the PAHs, these
VSGs will then dominate the disk’s photosphere, and since
VSGs have a diﬀerent opacity κν than PAHs, this may influ-
ence the results. In the extreme case that these VSGs are non-
hydrogenated carbon grains, the opacity of these grains will be
largely featureless. However, analysis of soot created in the lab-
oratory, in which PAHs have been removed by elution, still show
some C-H out-of-plane bending mode features, in particular the
11.3 µm feature, indicating that these soot particles are hydro-
genated to a certain level (Jäger et al. 2006). Since these bands
overlap with the PAH bands, such hydrogenated VSGs will have
a similar behavior as the PAHs themselves. To maximize any
possible eﬀect of VSGs on the present model, we use pure car-
bon grains for our VSGs, i.e. grains without PAH-like features.
The optical constants are taken from Preibisch et al. (1993).
We perform the test for the T Tauri star model with α = 10−6.
We introduce purely carbonaceous VSGs of 105 C atoms to the
disk with the same initial mass-abundance as the PAHs. We treat
their heating and cooling in the same quantum way as the PAHs.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. Due to the fact that VSGs do
not sediment very deeply into the disk, they are also well in sight
of the stellar radiation, and compete with the PAHs for exciting
stellar photons. Therefore the PAH emission is slightly reduced
and (featureless) VSG emission is introduced. This fills in the
continuum between the PAH features, thereby weakening them,
as seen in Fig. 5.
Interestingly, the far-infrared emission level is hardly af-
fected. Even with VSGs which settle slightly, but still much
less than the normal “thermal” grains, the far-infrared emission
is strongly reduced compared to the case with α = 10−2. The
reason is, firstly, that the emission from these VSGs is peaked
at shorter wavelengths than the normal thermal grain emission.
This can be seen in Fig. 5 where the dashed line has a bump
around 20–30 µm. The second reason is that the VSGs still rep-
resent only a small fraction of the dust. Most of the dust, being in
the form of larger grains, sediments down and the optical depth
of the remaining VSGs in the surface layers is not enough to
prevent the mid- to far-infrared flux from being reduced.
3.7. UV excess due to accretion
Varying the α parameter of turbulence also is believed to aﬀect
the accretion rate in the disk, and hence aﬀect the amount of
UV excess produced by the magnetospheric accretion column
on the surface of the star. For typical T Tauri accretion rates of
about ˙M = 10−8 M/yr the total luminosity of this UV excess is
rather small compared to the stellar luminosity. The luminosity
can be estimated using the following formula (Calvet et al. 1998,
henceforth CG98):
Lcolumn =
GM∗ ˙M
R∗
(
1 − R∗
Rinf
)
(2)
where Rinf is the inner radius of the gas disk, where the magne-
tospheric infall starts. Using Rinf = 5R∗ (CG98) and using our
values for the T Tauri star model we obtain Lcolumn = 0.05 L for
an accretion rate of ˙M = 10−8 M/yr, which is modest compared
to the stellar luminosity.
For the disk model T1 that we have we can estimate an ac-
cretion rate of roughly ˙M = 8 × 10−9 M/yr for α = 0.01.
This is based on standard formulae for viscous disks: ˙M(R) =
2πR2Σ|vR| with vR = −(3/2)ν/R. Here the viscosity ν is given
by ν = αc2s /ΩK with the isothermal sound speed squared given
by c2s = kT/(2.3 mp), and ΩK =
√
GM∗/R3. In our T1 model
at R = 1 AU we have Σ = 162 g/cm2 (giving with Σ ∝ 1/R,
Rout = 100 AU and Rin = 0.07 AU a disk mass of 0.01 M) and
the temperature T is estimated to be 140 K at that location. This
temperature estimate is based on a simple flaring angle argument
similar to Chiang & Goldreich (1997). We can now scale ˙M as
the turbulence parameter α is varied. So now the variation of α
has two eﬀects: it aﬀects the sedimentation and the UV excess.
We assume that the accreting material falls onto the star in
very localized spots. The total covering fraction of the spots on
the stellar surface is assumed to be C = 0.003 (in accordance
with estimates of CG98 for T Tauri stars). We now make the
simple assumption that the emission from these hot spots on the
stellar surface are purely thermal blackbody. This is a reasonable
approximation, as can be seen in Fig. 3 of CG98. The eﬀective
temperature of these hot spots (accretion columns) is then
Tcol =
(
Lcolumn
4πCR2∗σ
)1/4
, (3)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Assuming that this is
blackbody emission we now replace the usual stellar luminosity
L∗,ν in the models of this paper by,
Lcenter,ν = L∗,ν + 4πCR2∗πBν(Tcol) . (4)
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Fig. 5. Comparison between a model without VSGs (solid line) and with VSGs at an equal abundance as the PAHs (dashed line). Left: full SED.
Right: enlargement. The model shown is the T Tauri star model with α = 10−6.
Fig. 6. The results of the models of Sect. 3.7 in which the UV excess
due to magnetospheric accretion is included, and assumed to vary with
α because α also controls the accretion rate. The spectra are shifted
downward to prevent overlap. The top spectrum is the unshifted one
and shifts were done in powers of 10 downward. Solid lines are the
SEDs before sedimentation, dotted lines after sedimentation.
Using this new central luminosity (which now varies with α) we
can now rerun the various models of model set T1 again. Since
now also the initial spectrum before sedimentation may vary (be-
cause the central luminosity source varies with α) we plot for
each value of α both the spectrum before and the spectrum after
sedimentation. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
We see from this Figure that the results are hardly aﬀected
by the UV excess for α  10−2 (compared to the results for the
T1 model without UV excess shown in Fig. 2). This is because
the total energy in the UV excess for this value is so low that
it does not really aﬀect the PAH strength. This is true in spite
of the fact that a UV photon is more eﬀective in exciting PAHs
than an optical photon from the star. For α = 10−1 we see that
the PAH features are boosted due to the strong UV excess, but at
that value of α the dust is well-mixed everywhere and the eﬀect
on the PAH emission due to sedimentation of the larger grains
does not occur here.
4. Discussion
4.1. PAH feature strength: other factors
The strength of the PAH features for any given value of the tur-
bulent mixing parameter α depends not only on the strength of
the turbulence, but on a number of other factors as well. The
most important factor is the abundance of PAHs. This is a large
unknown, making it diﬃcult to separate eﬀects of sedimenta-
tion and abundance. A second important factor is the size of the
“large” thermal grains. We have taken them all to be 0.1 µm in
size. If there is a size distribution toward smaller grain sizes, then
the eﬀects described in this paper may be somewhat suppressed.
The model with the inclusion of VSGs (Sect. 3.6) shows a sim-
ilar situation. However, many 10 µm spectra of disks show that
the minimum grain sizes are larger than 1 µm (e.g. van Boekel
et al. 2005). In that case the eﬀects may be enhanced.
Another eﬀect that can enhance the PAH features, as dis-
cussed by Geers et al. (2006), is the presence of a large inner hole
in the disk, such as those detected around TW Hydra (Calvet
et al. 2002) or CoKu Tau-4 (D’Alessio et al. 2005). The inner
hole causes the thermal dust continuum emission in the near-
infrared to be suppressed, so that the PAH lines (which originate
at much larger radii) stand out in stronger contrast. Such an eﬀect
was found observationally by Brown et al. (submitted to ApJ).
4.2. Correlation between SED shape and PAH feature
strength
As shown above, while lowering the turbulence can enhance the
PAH features, it also tends to change the overall SED shape:
the disk becomes geometrically thin enough that the mid- to far-
infrared continuum flux of the disk drops. Such SEDs with sup-
pressed mid- to far-infrared SED are indeed observed. Meeus
et al. (2001) found that Herbig stars can be classified into two
groups: those with strong far-infrared flux (“group I”) and those
with weak far-infrared flux (“group II”). They suggested that the
group I sources have disks with strongly flaring geometry (they
are “geometrically thick”) while group II sources have disks
with non-flaring geometry. Dullemond (2002) and Dullemond
& Dominik (2004a) have presented 2-D disk structure models in
which it was shown that such geometries can indeed exist and
can explain these two groups of sources. In the latter paper it
was suggested that grain growth by coagulation might convert
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a flaring group I disk into a flatter, or even “self-shadowed”
group II disk: the growth of grains lowers the overall optical
depth of the disk, which suppresses the flaring. But sedimenta-
tion could also have this eﬀect: if the grains sediment, they drag
the disk photosphere down with them, because the dust is the
primary carrier of opacity (Chiang et al. 2001; Dullemond &
Dominik 2004b). This is the eﬀect seen in the simulations pre-
sented here.
If the distinction between group I and group II sources is
indeed purely an eﬀect of sedimentation, then the calculations
of this paper make a prediction regarding the correlation be-
tween the strength of the PAH features and the shape of the SED:
group II sources should have stronger PAH features than group I
sources. However, observations seem to show the opposite trend:
group II sources typically tend to have weaker PAH features, at
least for Herbig Ae/Be stars (Acke et al. 2004). For T Tauri stars
the statistics are not good enough to make strong conclusions:
G06 find only 3 firm detections of PAH emission among their
38 T Tauri stars. Bouwman et al. (in prep.), in a small sample of
7 sources, see a tentative trend similar to Acke et al. (2004), but
the statistics are very rough. However, for the Herbig stars the
trend is clear. Radiative transfer models in which the flatter disk
geometry of group II sources is attributed to a geometric flatten-
ing of both the large grain component and the PAH-component
do correctly show the observed trend (G06). Therefore we con-
clude that, if the existence of group II sources is due to a flatten-
ing of the disk, then this can not be the result of dust sedimen-
tation alone (as suggested by Dullemond & Dominik 2004b and
by Chiang et al. 2001). If it were, then an opposite trend of PAH
strength with SED shape would be seen. It therefore must be a
combination of eﬀects, presumably dominated by grain growth
(see below). If a large portion of VSGs are present, the predicted
opposite trend is weakened. Still, the trend cannot be reversed:
it is either opposite to observations of Herbig stars or absent.
4.3. Grain growth: effect on feature strength and SED shape
Instead of relying on the vertical downward sedimentation mo-
tion of particles to make the disk thinner (which works only for
the thermal grains, and therefore enhances the PAH features), we
may invoke the removal of a significant fraction of both PAHs
and thermal grains through aggregation (for a review of aggre-
gation, see Dominik et al. 2007). However, for PAHs this process
is still largely unexplored. Moreover, if we would apply the cur-
rent knowledge of aggregation of thermal grains to both thermal
grains and PAHs, then this would remove these grains so eﬀec-
tively and rapidly that it is inconsistent with the large number of
very optically thick flaring disks observed (see e.g. Dullemond
& Dominik 2005). For these reasons we will not make quan-
titive models of this process here. It is, however, one possible
explanation of why the trend of PAH feature strength observed
among Herbig stars is opposite to what is found here. The en-
hancement of PAH features by sedimentation will still be im-
portant. However, if aggregation is the dominant factor in the
flattening of the disk, then the PAHs are more strongly removed
than the larger grains because according to aggregation theory
the smallest particles aggregate the fastest.
5. Conclusion
This paper shows that sedimentation can enhance the infrared
spectral signatures of small grains in a protoplanetary disk, in
particular of PAHs. This phenomenon already occurs for tur-
bulence levels as high as α = 10−2, but becomes stronger for
lower values of α. Inferring PAH abundances from observed
spectra using fully mixed models will presumably over-estimate
the vertically-averaged PAH abundance: with sedimentation the
same PAH feature-over-continuum strengths can be achieved for
much lower vertically-averaged PAH abundances. A similar ef-
fect will take place for any other small grains compared to the
larger grain population. For low turbulence the grain size dis-
tribution inferred in the surface layers of a disk may therefore
not be indicative of the vertically averaged grain size distribu-
tion: the larger grains may have sedimented out of sight. How
this quantitatively aﬀects the analysis of (non-PAH) grain sizes
in disks using infrared spectroscopy must be investigated in an-
other paper.
In addition to enhancing the PAHs, also the overall SED
shape is changed by lowering the α. The model predicts that, if
sources with low mid- to far-infrared flux (“group II” in the clas-
sification of Meeus et al. 2001) originate through sedimentation
of dust, they should have stronger PAH features than sources
with strong mid- to far-infrared flux (“group I”). Observations
show the opposite trend, at least for Herbig stars (Acke &
van den Ancker 2004), showing that the diﬀerences between
group I and group II sources cannot be attributed to a diﬀerent
level of turbulence. We speculate that grain growth (in addition
to sedimentation) may produce a trend that is more consistent
with the observations, but at present it is not clear how to quan-
titatively model this for the PAHs.
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Appendix A: Monte Carlo radiative transfer
with PAHs
The radiative transfer code we use for this paper, RADMC (first
used in Dullemond & Dominik 2004a) is a Monte Carlo code
based on methods that are well described in the literature. The
basic method is that of Bjorkman & Wood (2001), which is a
highly reliable Monte Carlo method ensuring flux conservation
and without iteration. The RADMC code includes various modifi-
cations of this method: it uses a variable spacing in frequency
space, it treats absorption as a continuous process when it comes
to the eﬀect the package has on the temperature of the cell, but it
treats absorption as a discrete process in the directional change
of a photon package (see Lucy 1999). When all photon packages
have been launched and have left the system, the temperature of
the dust is known everywhere in the disk. Using a ray-tracing
program (for which we use a code called RADICAL) we can then
compute images and spectra.
Including PAHs in the code is a non-trivial matter. As has
been described in the main text, the quantum heated PAH
“grains” do not have an equilibrium temperature, but have in-
stead vibrational modes that can be excited and will quickly
radiate away their energy before a new UV photon comes
along to re-excite these vibrational levels. In most cases, if
the PAH molecule is not too small, then at any given time
the vibrationally excited state of the molecule can be reason-
ably well described with a temperature T (Draine & Li 2001).
This temperature will, however, fluctuate in time. The RADMC
code, being based on the Bjorkman & Wood algorithm, assumes
that the dust has a clearly defined (non-fluctuating) tempera-
ture. We do not rule out that it might be possible to reformu-
late the Bjorkman & Wood algorithm to accomodate complete
temperature distribution functions P(T ), but we estimate that, if
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it is possible, it will slow down the code considerably. Instead
we make use of the property of PAHs that they are predomi-
nantly excited by UV and optical photons, which almost exclu-
sively originate from the stellar surface and its possible accretion
column. Thermal emission from the disk may excite the PAHs
slightly, but this is always of much less importance than the ra-
diation from the central stellar source. Therefore we have imple-
mented a three-stage procedure to implement PAH emission in
the Monte Carlo computation.
1. First run RADMC without PAH emission, but with PAH ab-
sorption. Any photon package that hits a PAH molecule will
be removed from the simulation. But all the energy that the
photon package has stored in the PAH population in each
cell is memorized, and at the end of the first RADMC run this
is stored to a file.
2. Then a separate code called PAHCODE is run. This reads in the
file dumped by RADMC, which tells how much energy of pri-
mary stellar photons is pumped into the PAH population in
each cell, and the temperature distribution function P(T, r, z)
is then calculated. From this, the emissivity 	ν(r, z) of the
PAH molecules is calculated at each point in the disk and for
each frequency.
3. The second run of RADMC absorbs and removes photons hit-
ting PAH molecules as in step 1, but at the same time it will
also emit new photon packages from the PAH population,
with a frequency distribution according to the shape of the
emissivity 	ν. In this way energy is again conserved, although
not as strictly as in the original Bjorkman & Wood method.
The second run is – at least in principle – necessary, because
the thermal dust may absorb photons that originate from the
PAHs, and therefore the PAH emission must be included in
this second RADMC run.
Once these three steps have been performed, the temperatures of
the thermal dust grains are computed and the temperature distri-
bution function of the PAHs (and the corresponding emissivity
function) is also known. Now the ray-tracing routines from the
code RADICAL will read this information in, and produce spectra
and images.
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